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ABSTRACT
For some time now the Efratom 4-inch cubed Rubidium
Oscillator has been used in numerous navigation
and secure communication systems. The SEEKTALK
program, however, and other programs of similar
nature, present new challenges to oscillator makers
in terms of warm-up time, size, power, operating
environment, and unit cost in large quantities.
This paper will present our approach to these new
warm-up and size challenges as well as the problems
involved in these tasks. In order to define the
improvements needed, a comparison will be made
between the performance of the present off-the-
shelf M-100 Military Rubidium Oscillator and that
expected for the Sub-Miniature Rubidium Oscillator
that is currently in development (called M-1000).
Methods of achieving 1.5 minute warm-up will be
discussed as well as improvements in performance
under adverse environmental conditions, including
temperature, vibration, and magnetics. Expected
performance curves of the new oscillator as well
as our microelectronics approach will be presented.
An attempt will be made to construct an oscillator
error budget under a set of arbitrary mission con-
ditions.
In order to clearly indicate the improvements that will be realized for
this new- M-1000 Oscillator development, Table 1 is provided to compare
the off-the-shelf M-100 Oscillator with the M-1000, The SEEKTALK pro-
gram spec requirements are shown as tentative design goals, pending a
final Air Force spec release in early 1981. The most challenging per-
formance requirements are (a) ultra fast warm-up, (b) MIL-E-5400 Class II
temperature environment, (c) operation in a severe vibration environment
and (d) our attempt to make the M-1000 less than one half the volume of
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the present M-100 Oscillator. Figure 1 depicts the subject oscillators.
The M-100 measures approximately 4" x 4" x 4.8" (or ^  77 in3) and the
M-1000 approximately 2.3" x 3.5" x 4" (or ^  33 in3) with future goals
toward further reduction in size.
Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the present off-the-shelf M-100
oscillator. The highly stable output of the M-100 is obtained from a
10 MHz voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO), whose frequency is
locked to an atomic frequency reference. The atomic reference is pro-
vided by the 6.834...GHz ground-state hyperfine transition of Rb.
The VCXO is locked to the rubidium resonant frequency fRb, at approxi-
mately 6.8 GHz, in the following manner: A microwave signal, having a
frequency in the vicinity of fRb, is synthesized from the 10 MHz VCXO
output. This microwave signal is used to excite rubidium atoms that are
contained within a microwave cavity. The frequency synthesis scheme is
designed so that the VCXO frequency is exactly 10 MHz when the microwave
frequency is exactly equal to fRb. The frequency of the signal applied
to the microwave cavity can be maintained equal to TRb by generating an
error signal when the microwave frequency differs from TRb and using
this error signal to servo the VCXO via its control voltage.
TABLE -1- SPEC COMPARISON (Sheet 1 of 7) 11-4-80
DESCRIPTION
Output
Input Power
Transient
Protection
Warm-up
Characteristics
Warm-up
Power
ANTICIPATED
SEEK TALK
SPEC
10 'MHz sine wave
0.5 Vrms ± 10%
50 Ohms ± 10*
<13W 1? 25°C (Amb)
22-32 VDC
(28 VDC Norn)
MIL-STD-704
Category A
< 1.5 minutes to
reach 5x10" 10 0
25°C (Amb);
<4 min. from
-55°C (Amb).
Power available
not specified
with engines
running.
OFF-THE-SHELF
M-100 OSC.
10 MHz sine wave
0.5 Vrms + 30,-10S
50 Ohms ± 10%
17W @ 25°C
22.5-32 VDC
Separate Heater
power avail-
able.
MIL-STD-704
Category C
< 10 minutes to
reach 2x10" >» @
25°C (Amb.)
< 25 minutes from
-55°C {Amb.)
4 rain, option,
-v 100 watts.
IN DEVELOPMENT
M-1000 OSC.
Same as M-100
Same as SEEK
TALK
Separate heater
power available
Same as M-100
(Working on a
compromise 704 A
Spec)
Same as SEEK
TALK
< 100 watts i *
•v. SOW typical
for less than
1 minute.
REMARKS
704C Should be adequate
for program.
Pushing AF Spec change
from A to C.
* Max peak current at
32 VDC <6A
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TABLE -1- SPEC COMPARISON (Sheet 2 of 7) 11-4-80
DESCRIPTION
Power On/Off
Cycling (Retrace'
Operating
Temperature
Long Term Drift
Short Term
Stability
Trim Range /
Adjustment
ANTICIPATED
SEEK TALK
SPEC
< IxlO-5 with
off times < 1 hr.
< 5x10"'" from
-55°C to +55°C Amb
71°CAnb.for30min
Prefer Class II
-55° C to +71°C Amtv
95°CAmb.for 30 mm
5x10- '"/year
<4xlO-". T = Is
<lxlO-n. T= 10s
<4xlO-12, T = 100s
3 x 10-'
OFF-THE-SHELF
M-100 OSC.
Retrace within
few parts in 10
< 4x10-'" from
-55°C to -\.+60°C
Amb; (+63°C
Baseplate). Parti
in 10 offset at
71°C Amb. Ops
< 3 x 10-"/montt
< 3 x 10- '"/year
1 x 10- 11 /month
option available
Same
Same
IN DEVELOPMENT
M-1000 OSC.
Same as M-100
< 3x10-'" from
-55°C to +71°C
Amb; (^ 80°C
Baseplate) parts
in 10' offset at
95°C Amb
< 6 x 10-"/montl
5 x ID'1 "/year
Same
Same
REMARKS
TABLE -1- SPEC COMPARISON (Sheet 3 of 7) 11-4-80
DESCRIPTION
Voltage
Variation
Magnetic Field
Signal to Noise
'(SSB IHz BH)
Harmonic /
Non Harmonic
Sinusoidal
Vibration
(operational)
ANTICIPATED
SEEK TALK
SPEC
Not specified.
Meets spec under
1 x 10- "/Gauss
> 120 dB 0 100 Hz
> 130 dB 0 1 KHz
30 dB down
80 dB down
< 1 x 10-'"
5-14Hz-0.10" D.A.
15-23HZ- ± Igpk
24-52HZ-0.036" D.A.
54-SOOHz- f 5g pk
OFF-THE-SHELF
M-100 OSC.
< 1 x 10-" for
± 10% input
voltage change.
< 8 x 10- "/gauss
(worst case
orientation)
> 120 dB <? 100 Hi
> 135 dB & 1 KH;
Same
Tested to •»• Ig
20-500 Hz; parts
in 10' at narrow
critical freq.
IN DEVELOPMENT
M-1000 OSC.
Same as M-100
< 1 x 10- "/Gauss
Same as M-100
Same
Goal is to im-
prove M-100
performance
significantly
REMARKS
Note: 1 Gauss =79. 59 AM-1
More testing needed to
evaluate performance
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TABLE -1- SPEC COMPARISON (Sheet 4 of 7) 11-4-80
DESCRIPTION
Random Vibration
(operational)
Acoustical
Noise
Storage Temp. .
(non-operational)
Acceleration
(operational)
Temperature
Altitude
ANTICIPATED
SEEK TALK
SPEC
< 1 x 10-'°
15-50Hz-0.02g2/Hz
51-300Hz-+4dB/oct.
301-lKHz-0.1g2/Hz
10Ql-2KHz-6dB/oct.
< 1 x 10-'°
MIL-STD-810
Method 515.2
Procedure I
Category A
-62°C to +80 C
Prefer Class II:
-62°C to +95°C
< 1 x 10-" for
lOg's in any
axis.
MIL-E-5400
Class II
< 5 x 10-'°
S.L. to 70K ft
71°C to 10°C Amb.
OFF-THE-SHELF
H-100 OSC.
Tested to. uVg^Hz
20-50HZ falling
to .001g2/Hz at
SOOHz parts in id"
for an Allen Vari-
ance of T = 1 sec.
TBD - Not tested
-62°C to +85°C
-4 x 10-12/g
(Worst case -
orientation)
< 1 x 10'Vmbar;
with temp change
< 5 x 10- '" total
*
IN DEVELOPMENT
M-1000 OSC.
Goal is to im-
prove M-100
performance
sign.
TBD
-62°C to +95°C
< -4 x 10-12/g
(worst case
orientation)
< 1 x 10-13/mbar
with temp change
< 2 x 10-' "total
**
REMARKS
More testing needed to
evaluate performance
(major design problem)
* M-100 has not been
tested to 70K ft;
but expect no problems
** Vacuum Ops is goal.
TABLE -1- SPEC COMPARISON (Sheet 5 of 7) 11-4-80
DESCRIPTION
Temperature
Shock
Transient Temp.
EMI
Radiation
Hardening
Reliability
ANTICIPATED
SEEK TALK
SPEC
MIL-STD-810
Method 503.1
Procedure
Meet Spec @ 2°C/
sec from -55°C to
+85°C, 71° Amb.
MIL-b 1 U-tblA
Notice 3
CE 01, 02, 03, 04
. CS 01, 02, 06
RE 02, 04
RS 01, 02, 03
Not specified.
MTBF>20,000 hrs.
60% DR @ 55°C Amb.
Airborne uninhab-
ited fighter envi-
ronment. M1L-HDBK-
217C, Not.l, Sec 2
OFF-THE-SHELF
M-100 OSC.
OK
OK
MILTSTU-lfaiA
Notice 3
CE 01, 02, 03, 0^
CS 01, 02, 06
RE 02
RS 01, 02, 03
Hard to ground
tactical environ-
ment of a major
program.
MTBF>19.000 hrs.
60% ? 63°C base-
plate Airborne
inhabited transport
environment
MIL-HDBK-217C
IN DEVELOPMENT
M-1000 OSC.
OK
OK
Same as M-100
Hardness level
to be assessed.
MTBF>20,000 hrs.
60% 0 71°C Amb.
Airborne uninhab-
ited fiahter MIL-
HDBK-217C
REMARKS
RE04 not applicable.
Reliability level for
unit largely controlled
by hybrid screening
level and can be im-
proved accordingly.
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TABLE -1- SPEC COMPARISON (Sheet 6 of 7) 11-4-80
DESCRIPTION
Humidity
Shock
(Bench Handling)
Size
Weight
Salt Fog
ANTICIPATED
SEEK TALK
SPFC
MIL-STD-810
Method 507.1
Procedure III
MIL-STD-810
Method 516.2
Procedure V
5 x 5 x 5>i'' max
2% x 2\ x 4" Goal
TBD
MIL-STD-810
Method 509.1
Procedure 1
OFF-THE-SHELF
M-100 OSC.
951
OK
<80 in3
0.94 x 3.90 x 4.8 )
4.5 Ibs. max
TBD - not tested
IN DEVELOPMENT
M-1000 OSC.
100%
OK
<30 in3
(2.5 x 3.0 x 4")
< 2 Ibs.
OK
REMARKS
TABLE -1- SPEC COMPARISON (Sheet 7 of 7) 11-4-80
DESCRIPTION
Fungus
Resistance
Explosive
Atmosphere
Sand and Dust
Maintainability
Requirements
Shop Level
Maintenance
ANTICIPATED
SEEK TALK
SPEC
MIL-STD-454
Requirement 4
MIL-STD-810
Method 511.1
Procedure 1
MIL-STD-810
Method 510.1
Procedure 1
^ 90% Fault Det-
ection with a
BITE
Required
OFF-THE-SHELF
M-100 OSC.
OK
OK
TBD - Not tested
OK
NO
IN DEVELOPMENT
M-1000 OSC,
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
REMARKS
No test data available.
Use of lock monitor.
An atomic standard does
not lend itself to de-
tailed AF field level
maintenance.
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OFF-SHELF M100
M1000 PROTOTYPE
SIZE ESTIMATE
Figure 1. M-100/M-1000 Size Comparison
The error signal is generated by the Physics Package using the method of
optical pumping (not discussed here) and appears as a current from the
photocell in the Physics Package. When the applied microwave frequency
is equal to fRb, the Rb atoms resonate with the microwave field in the
cavity resulting in a decrease (minimum) of the photocell output current.
Conventional modulation techniques are used to locate the minimum in the
photocell current characteristic (Figure 3). In the M-100, the applied
microwave frequency is sine-wave modulated at 127 Hz. This modulation
results in an a.c. component of output current from the photocell.
When the microwave frequency is different than fRb, there is a 127 Hz
component present whose phase (positive or inverted) depends on whether
the microwave frequency lies above or below 'Rb. This phase information
is used to steer the VCXO in the proper direction to bring the micro-
wave frequency into coincidence with fRb (at which point the 127 Hz
signal is zero). From a practical point of view, the M-100 is considered
locked to the atomic resonance when its output frequency is within
1 x 10-9 of exactly 10 MHz.
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Figure 2. M-100 Functional Block Diagram
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Figure 3. M-100 Modulation Scheme
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M-1000 APPROACH
The M-1000 differs from the M-100 Oscillator in the area of the Physics
Package, form-factors and some electronic changes. These changes are
summarized below but will be discussed in detail later. As noted on the
M-1000 Block Diagram of Figure 4, (a) the modulation frequency has been
changed from 127 Hz to 254 Hz to reduce sensitivity to the vibration
spectrum below 250 Hz, (b) the 40 second sweep during warm-up has been
reduced to 6 seconds including a new resonance detection scheme which is
among the several things necessary to achieve to 1.5 minute warm-up
requirement, (c) a special lamp ignition system to prevent operation in
undesired lamp modes which could result from power on-off cycling or
external power supply transients, (d) physics changes to allow for
MIL-E5400 Class II temperature operation (71° Amb. continuous) including
size reduction, (e) an integrated SC Cut VCXO/Rb resonator package with
overall lower mass to facilitate the fast warm-up requirement, (f) a
Hybrid electronics circuits approach to reduce the overall size of the
oscillator.
EFRATOM
tL--_
Leas L-_ 4ir_o^_
|9V MIODOBLOOCDIA6KAM
»MVMID
CIRCUIT
Figure 4. M-1000 Functional Block Diagram
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OVERALL MECHANICAL DESIGN
The present design approach will allow for a reduction to half the M-100
volume. The presently planned form-factors are shown in Figure 5. The
resonator portion of the Physics Package has been reduced in both size
and mass proportions, housing a smaller Rubidium Vapor Cell decreased
in length from \h in. to 7/8 in. This has reduced the size of the
resonant cavity as illustrated in Figure 6.
The lamp oscillator, Figure 7, does not readily lend itself to Hybrid-
ization and thus has been repackaged to make the overall assembly smaller.
The major size and mass reduction comes from the use of blanket heaters
in place of heating transistors. Since the lamp is not sensitive to
varying magnetic fields, the blanket heater approach presents no problem.
FfffO. AM
IOHIH? OUTPUT
TNC RECEPTACLE PfR *«.-C- 390/2
M390IZ/3I-OOOI
CONNECTOR PER MIL-C-38999
WITH MS27413EI2B8S)
MMCPLfiTE LABEL
MMKED W1H EFKATOM WIT HO.
AND SERIAL NO. AND CONNECTOR
WRING- VAT A.
BASE PLATE
2.28
3.50
'1
1.750
4.00
pa. 3.50ca
.I3i-3i UHC-ZB
J* DEEP f PLACES
Figure 5. M-1000 Form-Factors
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OFF-SHELF M100
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Figure 6. Resonator Comparison
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OFF-SHELF M100
LAMP AND LAMP BOARD
M1000 PROTOTYPE
LAMP AND LAMP BOARD
Figure 1. Lamp Board Comparison
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These sub-modules integrated into an overall assembly, will resemble the
M-1000 Physics Package shown in Figure 8. This integrated assembly will
be foamed into an inner Mu-metal housing for reduction of vibration
sensitivity with a second outer Mu-metal case again at the Physics Pack-
age. This eliminates the need for the outer Mu-metal cover which has
been the M-100 design approach and allows for a standard cover which can
be sealed to meet salt spray, sand and dust specs. The M-1000 unit ther-
mal design will allow for operation from sea level to hard vacuum
space craft applications. All heat will be conducted to the M-1000
mounting baseplate.
The major size reduction comes from our hybrid electronics approach.
The Servo Hybrid, before lid-closure, is shown in Figure 9. More than
95% of the electronic parts count will be contained in Hybrid circuits.
As shown in Figure 4, the Hybrid circuits are as follows: (a) Servo
Hybrid, (b) Power Supply Hybrid, (c) two identical Heater Control Hybrids,
(d) the M-100 synthesizer approach has been split into two sections;
Multiplier and Synthesizer Hybrids: this allows for more flexibility
for future changes in synthesizer approach which may be necessary when
mass production quantities are required (2000 or more per year).
OFF-SHELF M100
PHYSICS PACKAGE
M1000 PROTOTYPE
PRELIMINARY
PHYSICS PACKAGE
Figure 8. Physics Package Comparison
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M1000 PROTOTYPE
SERVO HYBRID
OFF-SHELF M100
SERVO BOARD
Figure 9. Servo Board Comparison
(e) VCXO Hybrid which will be an integral part of crystal and resonator
assembly, and (f) the Buffer Amp Hybrid mounted outside the Physics
Package to provide isolation and output drive.
Including eight (8) Hybrids, the M-1000 is expected to have approximately
80 electronic piece parts.
M-1000 PHYSICS
The most innovative designs of this unit fall within the Physics Package
area. We have designed an integral lamp and resonator assembly which
includes the SC-Cut Crystal and the VCXO Hybrid.
The lamp is our conventional unit but without the usual brass holder.
This allows a size reduction. The blanket heater approach allows for
rapid heating to the nominal 115°C. The overall temperature of the res-
onator, which houses a smaller cell, has been raised to approximately
85°C to allow 71° Amb. continuous operation (approximately 80°C base-
plate) which meet MIL-E-5400, Class 11 temperature requirements.
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The assembled package will be foamed into the inner Mu-metal can as
discussed earlier. VCXO Control Voltage trim range adjustment is acom-
plished with a varactor diode so that a control pot can be mounted exter-
nal to the Physics Package.
M-1000 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The most challenging design requirement is the ultra fast warm-up. This
task is accomplished by a combination of several concepts discussed
earlier. They are: (a) smaller cell/lower mass Physics Package, (b) use
of SC-Cut Crystal, (c) use of blanket heater on lamp and cell, (d) spe-
cial constant power heater control using pulse width modulation, and
(e)a fast sweep circuit in the Servo Hybrid.
These factors contribute to the M-1000 warm-up time shown in Figure 10.
The off-the-shelf M-100 standard warm-up and fast warm-up options are
illustrated for reference. The approximate output frequency that can be
expected during warm-up is shown in Figure 11. The frequency will be in
the range of ^  ± 3 x 1Q-6 until atomic lock. 15 to 20 seconds after the
sweep circuit stops, the frequency will be ^  5 x 10-10. Shortly there-
after, parts in 1011 can be expected.
Figure 10. Warm-up Time
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Figure 11. Output Frequency During Warm-up
The M-1000 power dissipation is expected to be 12 watts or less (steady
state at 25°C) see Figure 12. A goal of 8 to 10 watts is set for second
and third generation units. VCXO performance is expected to be similar
to the M-100 spec. The short-term stability is shown in Figure 13 and
phase noise in Figure 14. Magnetic field susceptibility is expected to
be a factor of 8 to 10 better than M-100 spec and is illustrated in
Figure 15.
At present satisfying solutions have been found for all SEEKTALK re-
quirements and environmental specs with the exception of sine and random
vibration performance. These specs are most challenging and extremely
difficult to meet. Typical performance under a 1 g sine environment for
an M-100 style Physics Package is illustrated in Figure 16. These data
are exaggerated, however, since the sweep is extremely slow and tends to
amplify the response of the unit at the modulation frequency and it's
harmonics.
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Figure 12. Power Dissipation
Figure 17 shows considerable improvement when the M-100 is modified with
the 254 Hz M-1000 servo scheme. This scheme, plus the new M-1000 mech-
anical approach to the Physics Package should provide a significant im-
provement over the M-100 data and will certainly make vibration fre-
quencies below 250 Hz less influential. Present M-100 performance at
1 g is parts in 108 peak to peak at the modulation frequency; M-1000
performance is expected to be in parts in 1010. Under random vibration,
M-100 performance is < 1 x 1Q-10 at 0.02 g2/Hz at T = 1 second. This is
still considerably higher than the < 1 x 10'1 ' requirement which is the
present SEEKTALK spec in a 0.04 g2/Hz environment.
Rb OSCILLATOR "LIFE" CONSIDERATIONS
Useful field life of any electronic equipment or system is generally
evaluated in light of hardware peculiarities which will in time render
the equipment at a life-limit. This analysis usually excludes random
parts failures but is oriented toward wear-out mechanisms.
The M-100/M-1000 oscillator "life" limit revolves around the aging char-
acteristics of the Rubidium Vapor Cell; assuming the Rb lamp has no
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Figure 13. Short Term Stability
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Figure 14. Phase Noise
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EFRATOM
MAGNETIC FIELD SPEC
15
10
3 MU- 1ETAL
SHIELDS
i
4MU-METAL
SHIELDS
H 1 TOOPTICAL AXIS
io
I Z 3 4
APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD H (GAUSS)
FRACTIONAL FREQUENCY CHANGE OF THE MODEL FRK-H DUE TO A
STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD APPLIED PARALLEL TO THE OPTICAL AXIS
Figure IS. Magnetic Field Susceptibility
systematic wear-out mechanisms, which it does not, if everything is done
properly. When the cell is manufactured, it is made with a deliberate
negative off-set of approximately ^ 4 x IO-9 which is zeroed by the addi-
tion of a magnetic field (C-field). With a C-field trim range of
± 1.5 x IO-9, the oscillator will allow normal adjustments as long as
the frequency of the cell has not aged past the Af/f equivalent of
(+) 1.5 x IO-9 of 10 MHz.
As can be seen in Figure 18, the typical oscillator will begin to age at
a rate of (-) 3 x IQ'^/mo for about 5 to 6 months while steadily improve-
ing to - 1 x IQ-'Vmo. After the initial (-) aging, the oscillator may
drift (+) or continue (-). Long-term aging data show that the oscillator
will not always drift in the same direction. The data also show, however,
that the typical oscillator, while operating, continues to improve, with
the monthly drift tending to decrease in magnitude. Aging improvements
have also been observed for stored units with the extent of the improve-
ment depending on the storage temperature. For illustration purposes,
Figure 18 shows three curves. Curve (a) is for a typical oscillator that,
after 5 to 6 months, continues to age always negative (best case). In
this case, the frequency off-set that accumulates can be cancelled by
increasing the magnetic field (C-field current). Under these conditions,
the normal C-field trim range of ± 1.5 x IO-9 will have been reached in
735
Figure 16. Sine Vibration Data - 1 g
(127 Hz Modulation)
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Figure 17. Sine Vibration Data
(254 Hz Modulation)
- 1 g
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i> 11 years. In practice, magnetic field can be added at that time but
at a degradation of unit magnetic field spec; doubling the C-field cur-
rent approximately doubles the external field sensitivity. For example,
if we allow a degradation of the shielding factor of ^  50%, the end
of the useful life will be reached after ^  80 years.
Curve (b) applies for the case of an oscillator that, after the first
5 to 6 months, ages continually positive. Here the ^  3 x 10~9 point
is reached in approximately 35 years. Since the positive aging cell
requires a reduction in magnetic field, the cell at this point is for
practical purposes at zero magnetic field. As aging continues past this
point, the oscillator will still operate in a completely stable fashion
(according to spec), but it will no longer be possible to zero the off-
set that will gradually accumulate.
The third case, curve (c), is absolutely the worst case and as far as
we know, has never occurred. In this phase, the oscillator ages contin-
uously positive at the constant rate of 3 x 10-Wmo, reaching zero
frequency off-set at zero magnetic field after approximately 11 years.
Figure 18. Oscillator Life
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MISSION PROFILE
Figure 19 illustrates an arbitrary mission profile and resultant osc-
illator performance. The concept for a precision timing system for
tactical aircraft, revolves around the ability to have an oscillator
within parts in 1010, 1.5 minutes after engine start (assuming no bat-
tery power is available prior to that time). This ability provides
ample time for a timing-sync (possibly RF linked) before aircraft is
very far from its origin, minimizing RF link propagation delay errors.
Due to the accuracy and retrace ability of the Rb oscillator, frequency
sync would not be necessary prior to a mission as long as a periodic
calibration plan is in effect. The 1.5 minute warm-up capability would
appear to greatly simplify the tactical system. No battery power is
required on the aircraft and no external warm-up scheme is needed.
Factors which have the most significant effect on oscillator time error
are temperature changes and vibration. The least impact are voltage
variations, magnetic field changes, and acceleration. Oscillator aging
Totals 4V % 0
AHag -v.
ISps
0.08ns
Accel -x.
Vibrat "
Total i
O.lus
- 1.5us
2.5us*
OSCILLATOR PERFORMANCE FOR
AN ARBITRARY TACTICAL
MISSION PROFILE
Q.I 1
8x10-12
40,000 ft.
Rendezvous
Enroute to First
Target
Alert
Start I
Taxi I
Synchronization
Takeoff
«- 3x10'
2.000 ft.
Target
K-
8xlO-1J
40.000 ft.
'~1
in ft I
Rendezvous
Refuel (if required
I Enroute to
Second Target
Climb
I
I 247 minutes (TotaT
• EFRATOM
^
offset is -pro
1. p
. Snnnj Ttuin
3. Pg/10sjlg/3s>'
4. 1 71«c|
40 rain
2g/5min
47"C
15 mini 30min
' - T 5q/30min '
71'C
lOnir
9/3s
30min
2g/5min
47"C
ISnir j 30min
- T5g/30min
li-e
IQniij 40«iin
lq/3s 5g/5min
47°C
f
15min
-
71°C
1. Total mission duration
2. Time intervals
3. Acceleration i Duration
4. Operational temoeratures
(Using 5400 Tenp/Alt spec)
5. Voltage variation ±10% from Start to Land-v 1x10-" for 247 min
6. Magnetic field of 1.5 Gauss for 1/2 mission M.5x10 <br 125mr
7. Vibration of 0.02g!/Hz from Start to Land -. IxlO-" for 247 min
8. Oscillator drift from Sync, to Land negligible
Figure 19. Typical Mission Profile
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or drift is negligible. Since the oscillator is used as a clock, many
of the environments such as magnetics and vibration should have a some-
what cancelling effect with only residuals influencing the time error.
Preliminary data has been received from Edwards Air Force Base for flight
tests of similar mission profiles using shock-mounted EFRATOM commercial
FRK-L units. The data indicates an accumulated time error scatter of
^ 1.3 to 12.1 ys. Flight duration of these tests varied between ^ 7 to
11 hours.
CONCLUSION
We are proceeding with full speed to complete this new M-1000 development
in mid 1981 to meet the SEEKTALK schedule. Several prototype units
will be delivered to RADC at that time for test and evaluation. We
believe that the 1.5 minute warm-up atomic oscillator will revolution-
ize the tactical warfare theater and will greatly improve the present-
day military communication and navigation system capabilities.
The major portion of the Hybrid vendor costs for the initial prototype
units is being funded by RADC.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. SAMUAL WARD, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Have you considered whether or not the so-called vibration or gravi-
tational effects on the unit may be induced currents that are get-
ting into the XVCO loop?
MR. FRUHAUF:
You mean, on the vibration table?
MR. WARD:
Correct.
MR. FRAUHAUF:
Yes, we have checked very carefully the mganetic fields that are
set up on the vibration head, and we have got that pretty well
nailed down.
MR. WARD:
Was the power supply -- how much of the unit was being shaken?
MR. FRUHAUF:
In these particular tests?
MR. WARD:
Yes.
MR. FRAUHAUF:
The entire unit.
MR. WARD:
Shielding and all.
MR. FRUHAUF:
Right. We have been sensitive to that area, so we characterized
the table very carefully before we draw a lot of conclusions from
the data.
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MR. WARD:
It looks suspicious because the power goes up as the vibration fre-
quency goes up.
MR. FRUHAUF:
What goes up, please?
MR. WARD:
The power -- the effect -- how much it is being pulled off frequency,
which appears to me power related.
Normally, as you shake it faster, that should go down.
MR. FRAUHAUF:
It is primarily related to resonances in the system. It is defi-
nitely not the magnetic field from the shake table.
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